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I. INTRODUCTION 
In [4], Rota and Mullin established a very interesting correspondence between 
polynomials of “binomial type” and a family of linear operators they call “delta 
operators.” In this paper we consider the family of all differential operators 
(linear operators which lower degree by one) on the ring of polynomials over a 
field, F, of characteristic 0. We show that this family breaks up into subfamilies 
based on commutativity. 
We show many of the results in [4], generalize to these subfamilies, and that 
these results depend upon straightforward manipulations of formal power series 
and the use of Taylor’s Theorem, rather than on specific substitution-type 
arguments. These methods allow us to show that in order for an operator to be 
shift-invariant (i.e., to commute with all shift-operators) it is enough for it to 
commute with a single nontriwiul (#I) shift operator. The key result here is that 
given two differential operators G and H, G can be expanded in terms of H if and 
only if GH = HG. 
We derive the operator form of the Pincherle Derivative (the formal power 
series derivative) and use this result to extend the closed form formulas of Rota 
and Mullin to the “basic families” of polynomials of arbitrary differential 
operators. Our formulas allow one to find “basic families” in terms of any other 
convenient basic family, thus removing the asymmetry of Rota-Mullin’s work. 
Furthermore, we show that for any differential operator G and any sequence 
a, c 1 Y cz ,‘.‘, of elements of F, with a, cr # 0, there exists a unique differential 
operator H, commuting with G, such that the basic family (Q,, , Q, ,...) of H 
satisfies Ql(a) = c, for all i > I. 
We also exhibit a simple relationship between the various maximal commuting 
families of differential operators which also relates the various basic families 
to each other. 
Finally, we show that given any maximal commuting family of differential 
operators and their associated basic families, there exists a unique family of 
linear operators L, such that a differential operator G is in the commuting family 
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if and only if there exists y  f  0, such that for all n 3 1, &Q,(X) = 
C~=O (3 Q&9 L(Y), where iQo , Q 1 ,...> is the basic family of G. Note that 
polynomials of binomial type are just the case where L, = Ev (where I&P(x) = 
P(x + y) for all polynomials P). 
Actually, this proves the somewhat stronger result, that in order to show that 
a normal family of polynomials is of binomial type we need only find one value 
c f  0 such that for all rz, Q(.x + c) = xy=,, (y) Q*(X) Qn+(c). 
We also show that the family of delta operators is characterized by the property 
that L& = L,,, . 
We feel that our presentation of these results is particularly simple in terms 
of the amount of machinery we require. Almost everything is seen to depend on 
commutativity of operators and simple manipulations of formal power series. 
We note that a number of additional results and approaches can be found in 
[2, 3, and 61. 
2. FUNDAMENTALS 
Throughout, we shall be concerned with the ring of ail polynomials, F[x], 
over some field F of characteristic 0. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A d$%rentiul operator L: F[x] + F[x] is a linear operator 
such that: 
(a) L(f) = 0 if and only if f  E F; 
(b) deg(L(f)) = h(f) - 1 iff $J’- 
Remark. Clearly, if Lf = Lg, then f - g E F. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A normaZfamiiy of polynomials, {P, , PI ,...), inF[.r] has the 
following properties: 
(a) Pi is of degree i; 
(b) P, = 1; 
(c) P*(O) = 0 for all i b 1. 
Remark. A normal family forms a basis for FE] over F. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a differential operator L, we say that a family of 
polynomials {QD , Q, ,...} is a basic furnib for L if: 
(a) {Qa , Qr ,...} is a normal family; 
(b) LQ,,~ = (; + 1) Qi . 
The following theorem exhibits the interrelations between the preceding 
definitions. 
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THEOREM 2.4. (a) Given a d@rential operator L, there exists a unique basic 
family for L. 
(b) Given a normal family N = {I’, , PI ,... }, there exists a unique dzzeren- 
tial operator L, such that N is a basic family for L. 
(c) Let IV = {P,, , PI ,...} be the basic family for the dz$%rential operator L. 
Then for all f  EF[x], f  = f  (0) + [(Lf)(O)/l!] PI + ... + [(L”f)(O),bz!] P, , where 
n = degf. 
Proof. The proofs are all straightforward and may be found in Berge [l, 
pp. 73-741. i 
We assume that the reader knows enough about formal power series to make 
the following definition precise. A basic reference on formal power series is 
Niven [5]. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let L be a differential operator. By Form [L] we mean the 
ring of all formal power series in L. If  G = a,1 + a,L + ... E Form [L], we use 
Gi to denote a, . 
Remark. Every element of Form [L] has a natural interpretation as a linear 
operator onI;[x]. Let G E Form[L], then we define Gf = CL,-, Gi(Lif). This sum 
is well-defined since Lif = 0 for all i > deg f. 
The next theorem shows that every element G E Form[L], has a unique power 
series expansion. Furthermore, it is easy to show that if G, HE Form[L], then 
the composition GH is in Form[L], and its expansion is given by the product of 
the expansions of G and H. Similarly, the power series expansion of G + H is 
simply the formal sum of the expansions of G and H, 
THEOREM 2.6. Let L be a dz$ere-ntial operator and G, HE Form[L]. I f  
G(f) = H(f) for all f  EF[x], then Gi = Hi for all i > 0. 
Proof. Suppose Gi f  Hi for some i. Let i,, be such that G, = Hi for all 
i < i0 and GiO # Hi, . Let {P, , PI ,...} b e t e h b asic family for L (by Theorem 2.4). 
However, (G - H) Pi, = (GiO - Hi> iO! # 0, contradicting the fact that 
GPZO = HPp, . 1 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
In this section we derive a very simple characterization of those linear operators 
which are in Form[L] for a given differential operator L. This result allows us to 
achieve our other results in a simple and straightforward manner using power 
series expansions. We note that part (a) is essentially the content of 2.3 in [2], 
while part (b) is Rota-Mullin’s version of Taylor’s Theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let L be a dt$erential operator and G be any linear operator 
from F[x] to F[x] Then 
(a) G E Form[L] if and only if GL = LG; 
(b) if GE Form[L], then G, = (GP,)(O)/i!, where (P, , PI ,...> is the basic 
family for L. 
Proof. As we noted in the remark following Definition 2.5, in Form[L], com- 
position of operators corresponds to multiplication of power series. Thus 
composition is commutative. 
Conversely, if GL = LG, we will show that G = J?,“=, [(GP,)(O)/i!] L’. Thus 
(b) follows. 
Let H = Cl”=, [(GP,)(O)/i!] Li. We will show that GP, = HP, for all i. Since, 
{P,, , PI ,...I is a basis for F[x], it then follows that G = H. 
We first note that for all f EF[x], deg Gf < deg f. Let deg f = k, then 
L”flf = 0. Since LG = GL, 0 = GLh+f = L”+lGf, which can happen if and 
only if deg Gf < K. Thus G applied to a constant yields a constant. In particular, 
we have HP, = HI = (GPJ(0) = GP, , since GP, is a constant. 
We now show that for all i, HP, = GP, . By substitution, HP, = 
&, (:‘) GP,(O) I’-, . S’ mce deg GP, < deg Pi . there exist unique b, , 6, ,..., 
bi EF such that GP, := &, biP,-, . We will now calculate the bj’s: 
(1) (La-,GP,)(O) = (GL’-jP,)(O) = (GLz-JP,)(O) = (GW’PJ(0) 
= +‘(GP,)(O); 
(0) 
= i bj+k(i - j + h)“-1’ Pk (0) = b,(i -j)!, 
I+0 
since P,(O) = 0 for all k > 1 and P,(O) = 1. From (1) and (2) we get that 
bj = (j) GP,(O). Thus G = H. 1 
THEOREM 3.2. Let L be a deferential operator and HE Form[L]. Then H z’s a 
dz&zntial operator if and only if Ho == 0 and HI # 0. 
Proof. I f  H is a differential operator, H(const) = 0, which implies Ho = 0. 
Since Hx # 0, we have that HI f 0. 
Conversely, if Ho = 0, H(const) = 0. Furthermore, if HI # 0, by standard 
results on formal power series, there exists K E Form[L] such that HK = KH = 
L. I f  Hf = 0 for some f c F[x], we have 0 = KHf = Lf, which implies that 
f EF. Thus Hf = 0 if and only if f EF. 
We noted in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that for all GE Form[L] and f EF[x], 
deg Gf < deg f. Thus for f E F[x] - F, we have degf > deg Hf > deg KHf = 
degLf = degf - 1, i.e., deg Hf = degf- 1. 1 
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The following lemma is very useful for establishing the membership of a given 
operator in some Form[L]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let L be a differential operator and G a linear operator such that 
GL = LG and for some c,, E F, G - c,,l is a d#erential operator (where I is the 
identity operator on F[x]). Let H be a linear operator such that GH = HG. Then 
HL = LH, i.e., HE Form[L]. 
Proof. Let T = G - cd be the differential operator alluded to above. 
Clearly, HT = TH, and by Theorem 3.1, HE Form[T]. Also it is clear that 
LT = TL, i.e., L E Form[T]. Since Form[T] is commutative, LH = HL. 1 
Remark. The above results enable us to derive many of the results in sections 
3 and 4 of Rota-Mullin [4]. 
DEFINITION 3.4. (a) For any a E F, let E”: F[x] + F[x] be given by E”f (x) = 
f (x + a). The E” are called shift-operators. We will use E to denote El. 
(b) Let d : F[x] + F[x] be given by Af (x) = f (x + 1) - f(x). d is called 
the difference operator. Clearly, d is a differential operator. 
(c) We shall define an operator G to be shift-invariant if EG == GE. G 
will be said to be a delta-operator if G is shift-invariant and Gx is a nonzero 
constant. 
(d) A family of polynomials {P,, , P1 ,...} is said to be of binomial type if it is 
a normal family and for all n > 1, x and y P,(r + y) = xr=, (F) P,(x) P&y). 
Remark. Rota-Mullin define shift-invariant to mean EaG = GE” for all a. 
As we shall see below, their definition turns out to be equivalent to our definition 
above. This fact is also noted by Garsia [3, Remark 1.11. 
THEOREM 3.5. (1) An operator G is shift-invariant ifand only if G E Form[d]. 
(2) An operator G is shift-. znvariant if and only if GEa = EaG for all a. 
(3) G is a delta operator if and only if G is a shift-invariant d@rential 
operator. 
(4) If G and Hare delta operators, either one can be expanded as an injnite 
power series in terms of the other. 
Proof. (1) Since d is a differential operator and E - I = A, we need only 
apply Lemma 3.3 to see that G E Form[d]. The converse follows by commuta- 
tivity of Form [A]. 
(2) Since, E”E = EE” for all a, Ea E Form[d]. Since Form[d] is commu- 
tative, GEa = EaG since by (l), G E Form[d]. 
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(3) If G is a delta-operator, GE Form[A], i.e., G = GJ + Gid + .... 
But Gx = G,x + G1 = nonzero constant. Hence G, = 0 and Gr # 0. Thus by 
Theorem 3.2, H is a differential operator. The converse is straightforward. 
(4) Since G and Hare both in Form[d], GH = HG and the result follows 
from Theorem 3.1. 1 
4. THE PINCHERLE DERIVATIVE AND CLOSED FORMULAS FOR BASIC FAMILIES 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let L be a differential operator and G E Form[L] have the 
power series expansion Gd + G,L + ... . We define (following Rota-Mullin 
[4]) the L-Pincherle Derivative BL(G) of G to be the formal derivative of L in 
Form [L], i.e., g,(G) is the element of Form [L] with the power series expansion 
G,I+ 2G,L + 3G,L2 + ... . Note BJA + B) = Z?JA) + BJB) and 
L33L(AB) = AQL(B) + B9L(A), etc 
Remark. The next proposition gives the operator form of the Pincherle 
Derivative. It generalizes Proposition 1 of [4, p. 1921. Fillmore and Williamson 
derive a similar result [2, Proposition 2.81. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let L, G and Y,(G) be as in Definition 4.1. Let PO , Pl ,..., be 
the basic family associated with L and M: F[x] + F[x] the linear operator given by 
MPi = P,fl for all i. Then gL(G) = GM - h/lG. 
Proof. We will show that gL(G) P, = (GM - hlG> P, for all i. Since 
PO 7 Pl ,..., is a basis for F[x] it will follow that CZ+JG) = GM - MG. 
(a) Br(G) P, = i (j + 1) G3+li(J)Pi-j 
j=O 
(where utb) = (a)(~ - 1) a.. (a - b + 1) and ato) = 1) 
it-1 
= C jG,i+1)Pi+l-3 . 
j=l 
(b) (GM - MG) P, = GP,+l - MGPi 
i+1 
= z. G,(i + l)(j) Pi+l-j - M (f: G,F,‘P.-,) 
1=0 
i+l 
= x G,((i + l)(j) - i(j)) Pi+l-i . 
j=O 
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However, for j > 1, (i + 1)“) - i(J)= (i + 1) it>-I) - (i - j + 1) i+‘) == 
ji+1). Thus gL(G) = GM - MG. 1 
We can now duplicate Rota-Mullin’s [4] calculation of closed forms for the 
basic family of a differential operator. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let L and G be d$krential operators such that LG = GL, i.e., 
GE Form[L]. Let P, , PI ,..., be the basic family for L and Q, , Q1 ,..., the basic 
famity for G. Then, JOY all n 2 1, 
(a) Q,, =: gL(G) B-n-If’, = BFP, - CSL(B-“) PnhI = .UB-nP,+l; and 
(b) Qn = M9L(G)-1Q,-1. 
Here B is the unique linear operator such that G = LB and M: F[x] - F[x] is the 
linear operator used in Theorem 4.2 (MPi = P,,l for all i > 0). 
Proof. (a) Observe that for all n > 1, 
9’JG) B-“-IP,, = A?%,(LB) B+lP,, 
= gL(L) B-“P, + 9JB) B-‘“-lLP = B-*P, + GL(B) B-n-V-, 
= B-nP,, - gifL(B-n) P,-, = B-“P, - (B-“M - MB-“) P,eI 
== B-nP, - B-nMP,-, -+ MB-*P,-, = MB+P,uI . 
Let H, = 1 and for n > 1 H, = .9JG) Bdn-lP,, . Then clearly, for n > 2 
GH, -= LBH,, == fiL(G) B-“P,-, =- nH,,-, . Finally, GH, = zZ@~(G) B-lP, J= 
P,=H,,sinceifG=GG+G,L2-t...,B-l=(1/G,)I+...,andka,(G)- 
GJ + ... . Since H, = MB-nP,-, for n >, 1, H,(O) = 0. 
Note, JZT(0) = 0 for any T E F[x], because MT can be written as a linear 
sum of PI , Pz , P3 ,... . By the uniqueness of the basic family, H,, = Q,, . 
(b) Q1 = MB-IP,, = Mg,(G)-l P, == M9JG)-lQ,, , since gL(G) = 
and B = G,I+ ... 
El := i&(G) Bm”P,+ . Thus P,-, 
For n > 2, Qn = MB-nP,-, and 
= C2L(G)-1 BnQnel , whence Qn = 
M&(G)-l Qn-l . 1 
The next theorem shows that the basic families associated with a maximal 
family can separate sequences of elements of F. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a dtjyerential operator and a, c1 , c2 ,..., elementsof F 
with a, c1 # 0. There exists a unique HE Form [G] such that the basic family 
of H satisfies Pi(a) == ci for all i > 1. (-Note we require a f 0 because 
~~~~‘s>or i >/ 1 and c, # 0 since QI(t) # 0 if t + 0). 
Proof. Let P, , PI ,..., be the basic family for G. Any differential operator, 
H, in Form [Gj has an expansion b,G + b,G2 f ..., with bI # 0. We shall 
show how to use Theorem 4.3 and the requirement PI(a) = c, for i > 1 to 
calculate b, . 
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From Theorem 4.3, Qn = MB-“P,-, for n > 1 where A@‘, = Pztl for all z’ 
and B = 6,I + b,G + ..‘, i.e., H =I GB. Now B-1 == eJ+ e,G + e,G” + 
where the e, are functions of the b, . In particular, e, = l/6, . Note that B and 
B-l uniquely determine one another. We shall actually determine the e, uniquely, 
from which it will follow that the b, are unique. More generally, BP” = 
CF=, R(n, i) G’ with R(n, i) = ne;--‘e,+, + T(n, ;) = (n/b;-‘) e,+r + T(n, i) where 
T(n, z) is a polynomial in e, ,..., 
c;:; h,R(n, n - 1 - 2) P2+1 
ei . Thus Q* = M(xyli A,R(n, 71 - 1 - i) P,) = 
where A, = (n - l)(n - 2) ... (n - i). We have 
(*) c, = Qn(a) = (n - 1) ! Z?(n, 11 - 1) PI(a) + x;:; A, R(n, n - 1 - i) P,+I = 
n ! e;“-‘e,P,(a) + W( 71, a w ) h ere W(n, a) is a polynomial in et ,..., e,-, . Since 
Pr(zc) = d.v for some nonzero d E F, for n 3 1 we can solve (*) to get e, = 
(cn - W(n, a))/n ! e;-‘. For n = 1, we have c, = QZl(a) = MB-lP, jZGa = PI(a). 
Thus e, = c,/Pr(a) = 0. Thus we can solve (*) inductively to find B-l, B and 
finally H. 1 
We conclude this section with the following theorem which establishes the 
relationship between two arbitrary differential operators and their associated 
maximal commuting familes. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G and H be dz$feratial operators, and PO, PI ,..., and 
So , Ql I..., their respective basic families. Let L: F[s] - F[x] be the unique linear 
transformation such that LP, = Q2 f OY all i. Then the following are true. 
(a) L is invertible. 
(b) The maps 6: Form [G] -+ Form [HJ and A: Form [H] --f Form [G] 
given by B(G’) = LG’L-1 and A: (H’) = L-1H’L are isomorpkisms between the two 
power series rings. 
(c) If RO, R, . ..(S. , S, . ..) is the basic family of a dzzerential operator 
G’ E Form [G] (H’ E Form [HI) then LR, , LR, ,... (L-V, , L-?S, ,...) is the basic 
famiz’y of the dzj%rential operator B(G’)(h( H’)). 
Proof. (a) Trivial since L-l is defined by L-lQ, = Pi for all i. 
(b) We first show that B(G) = H. Note that for all i > 1, (LGL-I) QZ = 
(LGL-l) LP, = LGP, = iLP,-, = z’QZpl and LGL-‘Q,, = LGP,, = 0. Thus since 
B(G) and H agree on a basis ofF[x] they are equal. For G’ E Form [Gj, 8(G) Ii =: 
(LG’L-‘)(LGL-l) = LG’GL-1 = LGG’L-1 = (LGL-l)(LG’L-1) = HO(G’). Thus 
e(G) E Form [HI. We have actually shown that 6 preserves multiplication and 
clearly it preserves addition. Note that the same proofs hold for A. However, it 
is clear that h and 0 are inverses and hence they are both isomorphisms. 
(c) Note that G’ E Form [Gl is a differential operator if and only if there 
exists a G* E Form [c;l such that G’G* = G. Thus H = B(G) = O(G’) B(G*), 
whence B(G’) is a differential operator in Form [HI. Note that R, = P,, = 1 so 
that LR, = R, = 1. Since LP, = Q, , L preserves degree and for all f E F[x] 
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f(0) = 0 implies (Lf)(O) = 0 (f(0) = 0 implies that f = .$‘i + azPz + ..* + 
a,P,, and Lf = qQ1 + ... + anQn . But Qi(0) = 0 for i 3 1). Thus LR,, , 
LR, ,..., is a normal family. As in (b), for i > 1, B(G’)LR, = LG’R,-, and 
8(G’) LR, = 0. Thus LR, , LR, ,..., is the basic family for B(G’). 1 
5. THE QUESTION OF IDENTITIES 
Clearly, a normal family of polynomials {P, , PI ,...}, is of binomial type if for 
all 71 > 1, (*)EuP,(x) = I:=, (T) P,(x) Pnml(y). We cannot expect basic families 
of arbitrary differential operators to satisfy neat identities involving the shift- 
operator, since in general they do not commute with the shift-operator. However, 
we have seen that commutativity has been the key property in achieving our 
results. 
However, all is not lost, for we will show that for each differential operator L, 
there exists a family of linear operators L, , such that for all differential operators 
G, G E Form[L] if and only if for all n > 1, LJ’,(x) = I:=,, (I) Pt(x) P,-,(y), 
where {PO , PI ,...} is the basic family of G. This generalizes Theorem 1 of [4], 
which establishes the one-one correspondence between delta operators and 
polynomials of binomial type. In this scheme of things, Eu = d, . Furthermore, 
it follows that L is a delta-operator if and only if for ally, 2 L,,, = L,L, . 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let L be a differential operator and {PO, PI .,.} its basic 
family. For each y E F (or a variable y # x), we define a linear transformation 
L,: F[x] + F[x] by LIP,(x) = x.b,, (‘) P,(x) P,&). 
Remark. Throughout this section, L, L, and {PO, P, ,...} will have the 
meanings ascribed to them above. 
LEMMA 5.2. For all y E F, L, E Form[L]. Furthermore, for all T EF[x], 
[L,T(x)],=, = T(y). Note that L, = C,“,, [P&)/n!] Ln. (Recall also that PI(y) = 
Oifandon(yzf~ =O). 
Proof. 
LWn(4 = f ( ;) LP,(x) pn--2(Y) (y is treated as a constant) 
i-0 
= z. ( 9) iPi-l(X) P,-,(y) = n F: (” f ‘) ‘i(‘) ‘?X-l-i(y) 
= nL,P,-,(x) = L,LP,(x). 
Thus by Theorem 3.1, L, E Form[L]. [LL,P,(x)lll=,, = P,(y) for all n. The general 
result now follows by linearity and the fact that PO , PI ,..., is a basis for F[x]. 1 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let G be a d$erential operator and QO, Ql ,..., be the basic 
family associated with G. Then for some y # 0, and all II LvQn(x) == 
xi”=,, (2) Qi(~)Qn-z(~) if and only if GE Form[L]. Thus GE Form[L] if and 
only if G, = L, for some y # 0 (and hence G, = L, for ally). 
Proof. Necessity. Arguing as in Lemma 5.2, we see that GL, ==- L,G for ally. 
By Lemma 5.2, i fy f  0 we can apply Lemma 3.3 to conclude that G E I;orm[L]. 
Sz@ciency. I f  GE Form[L], GL, = L,G. Thus using Taylor series to 
calculate LyQII(x) (Theorem 2.4(c)), we get 
&Q&) zzz i [G”L+(x)].-O Q%&) = f W”Q)i;_Mz=o Q<&.) 
1=0 1=0 
= go ( ;) Q&Y) Q&4 
since [L,T(x)],=, = T(y) by Lemma 5.2. 1 
Remark. Observe that if L is any delta operator, L, = Eg. But E”Qn(x) 1:. 
Q&x + y). Thus Th eorem 5.3 yields the fact that a normal family is a basic 
sequence for a delta operator if and only if it is of binomial type. 
Actually, we have derived a stronger result. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let N = {Q. , IQ1 ,...} be a normal family. Then N is of 
binomial type if and only if there exists some c E F - (0) such that for all n 
Proof. Necessity is trivial. Sufficiency follows from Theorem 5.3 and the 
fact that N has some differential operator associated with it (Theorem 2.4(b)). 1 
The following corollary distinguishes the polynomials of binomial type in 
terms of a basic property of L, . 
COROLLARY 5.5. L, E Form[A] if and only if for ally, z EF, L,L, ==L,,; . 
Proof. I f  L, E Form[A], we noted in the remark above that L, = E”. 
Thus LCz = EVE” = Ev+” = L,,, . Conversely, by Lemma 5.2, L, = 
~~=, [P,(y)/j!] Li. Thus L,L, = L,,, implies that 
This implies that P,(y + z) = &s (i) P%(y) P3JZ), i.e., the P’s are of binomial 
type. Thus L E Form[A] and thus L, E Form[A]. 1 
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LEMMA 5.6. Let -4 be a d$ferential operator. Let rl, TV ,... (rl f 0) be an 
arbitrary sequence 1’11 F. Then there exists a unique d#mntial operator B E Form[A] 
such that A = r,B + r,B2 + ... . 
Proof. The proof is essentially a straightforward computation. If  we set 
B =: x,A + s,.-lZ + ... and substitute into the above relation we must solve the 
following svstem of equations: Y+-I = 1, T,J+ + t-yS1 2 zz 0 ,*-*, y,.r, + 
&(x1 ). . ( x nm;) = O,... ( h - w ere P,& is some polynomial). Clearly this system can 
be solved recursively for the x,‘s, since yI # 0. 1 
The following Theorem generalizes Corollary 1 of [2, p. 2081 and shows that 
the first-order terms uniquely determine a basic family. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let s1 , s2 ,..., be any sequence in F with s1 # 0. Then there 
exists a unique diSferentia1 operator G E Form[L], such that for Q. , 0, ,... (the 
basic family for G), QE = s,P, + xi=, &P, , where 4, EF. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.6, let GE Form[L] be s.t. L = s,G + (sz/2!) G’ + 
(ss/3!) G3 + ... . Observe that by Taylor’s Theorem (Theorem 2.4(c)), pi(x) = 
Qt(O) + KLQJW !I PI + ... . But (Lo,)(O) = xi=, s,[i(f)/j!] QieI(0) = si , i.e., 
Q, = siPI + ... . Uniqueness of G follows from Lemma 5.6 because of Theorem 
3.1, Namely, if Qi = siPI + ..., (LQi)(0) = s, , then L = xyS1 (sJi!> Gi. 1 
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